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Private wells are not currently subject to the same maintenance laws and regulations as municipal water, 
and as such, pose a large public health threat to those relying on well water as their primary drinking 
source. Viral indicators are necessary for the detection of all waterborne pathogens and the holistic 
monitoring of private wells. This study uses the Bayesian Maximum Entropy (BME) approach of modern 
spatiotemporal geostatistics to utilize private well sampling data on male-specific coliphage and somatic 
coliphage (two viral fecal indicators), and total coliforms (a bacterial fecal indicator) in order to model 
these fecal indicators across space/time in southern North Carolina, and ultimately compare their 
predictive power. This exploratory analysis reveals a considerable difference between the detection rate 
and variability in the viral fecal indicators compared to that of the bacterial fecal indicator. The detection 
rate of viral indicators is 58.5% greater than that of the bacterial indicator, and the distance over which 
viral indicators are autocorrelated is about 10 times greater than that of bacterial indicators. These 
findings show that viral indicators are easier to detect and may persist longer in their environment than 
their bacterial counterparts, and as a result, each viral indicator measurement is informative about the 
contamination of neighboring private wells over distances 10 times greater than their bacterial 
counterparts. However, this analysis also reveals that space/time patterns in this dataset are subject to the 
confounding effects of natural processes such as precipitation or proximity to flood zones, and future 
iterations of this work should include regression analyses to control for these effects. 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Within the United States, North Carolina has the second-largest population relying on private wells as 
their primary source of water. Evidence suggests that those who draw their water from private wells are at 
a higher risk for waterborne contaminant exposure than those who rely on municipal water. [Gibson & 
Pieper 2017] Unlike municipal water, or “city water”, private wells are not subject to regular monitoring 
or testing by any regulatory body; all testing and maintenance is up to the owner of the well. [Murphy et 
al. 2020] A study conducted in Southern Ontario in 2019 suggested that the source of Canadians’ drinking 
water is a large public health issue, as it may be in America as well; Canadians who relied on unregulated 
private wells were at an increased risk for infectious waterborne disease. [Ugas et al. 2019].  
The predominant risk factor for waterborne microbial infections is the presence of fecal matter in drinking 
water, either originating from humans or animals. While waterborne microbial infections are often 
associated with and found in developing countries, the developed world (i.e. what many consider 
Westernized countries) is not immune to waterborne pathogen associated morbidity; in the USA, it is 
estimated that each year, 560,000 people suffer from severe waterborne diseases, and 7.1 million suffer 
from mild to moderate infections, which can result in an estimated 12,000 deaths each year. [Cabral, 
2010] One of the challenges of determining water quality is the sheer number of pathogens which may be 
present in drinking water, causing disease. Due to this challenge, certain indicator bacteria have been 
identified, which may indicate presence of fecal pollution in the water supply, thus alerting public health 
officials to the contamination. Total coliforms are one such indicator bacteria, which this study will 
investigate further.  
However, in many cases, viruses may be the waterborne pathogen; bacteria cannot necessarily be treated 
the same way as viruses, and they will not necessarily decay the same way either. For this reason, it can 
be useful to identify an indicator virus, such as coliphages of various strains, which are harmless to 
humans but still behave like a virus such as Human Norovirus. It can be expensive, time consuming, and 
in some cases, dangerous, to directly identify a pathogenic virus, so use of viral indicators is ideal, much 
like use of bacterial indicators. In this study, we will also discuss coliphages as indicators, grouped into 
male-specific and somatic.  
This study uses the Bayesian Maximum Entropy (BME) approach of modern spatiotemporal geostatistics 
to utilize private well sampling data on male-specific coliphage, somatic coliphage (two viral fecal 
indicators), and total coliform (a bacterial fecal indicator) in order to model these fecal indicators across 
space/time in southern North Carolina, and ultimately compare their predictive power. We also utilize the 
Space/Time Random Field (S/TRF) theory, which provides a framework to model the uncertainty and 
variability of these fecal indicators across space and time in terms of statistical moments such as the 
covariance and the global offset.[ Coulliette, et al. 2009] Space/Time (S/T) BME is a modeling technique 
which encompasses both general knowledge (space/time variability, mean, covariance, and more) and 
site-specific knowledge (made up of data across a set of space/time points) and then produces visual maps 
that describe the distribution of the parameter at any unsampled point of interest, which can result in 
highly informative maps of water quality, and more. [Coulliette, et al. 2009] 
The sampling data used in this work has been presented in a previous study [Stallard et al. 2021], which 
showed that the viral fecal indicators are detected at a higher rate than the bacterial indicator and therefore 
have the potential to better detect contamination for private wells that are sampled. The goal of this work 
is to use a visual analysis of the space/time patterns in the sampling data to explore how informative are 
viral indicators with respect to alerting whether unsampled private wells near a sampled contaminated 
well are also likely contaminated. Hence, the work presented here starts by performing an exploratory 
data analysis of the indicator data, which consists in creating maps showing the spatial distribution of the 
data for each date when sampling was done, and time series showing what the trend of the data is over 
time. Based on the exploratory analysis we then develop a space/time global offset model to capture the 
general space/time trend in the data, and we model the covariance of the global offset removed data to see 
whether the residual viral indicators are autocorrelated over longer distances and times than the residual 
bacterial data. Finally, we perform a BME space/time mapping analysis to map the estimation error 
variance and explore whether viral indicators can estimate contamination over larger areas than their 
bacterial counterpart.   
 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  
2.1 Data Source and Collection 
Private wells located in the Lumber River Basin in Robeson County and the Cape Fear River Basin in 
Bladen County were sampled from August 2019 till February 2020 [Stallard et al. 2021]. Samples were 
transported to the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, where lab analysis for 
microbial fecal indicators was conducted. In this work, we used the lab analysis results for total coliform, 
a bacterial fecal indicator, and two coliphages, somatic and male-specific, which serve as viral fecal 
indicators. In total our dataset included n=180 measurements of total coliform from 103 private wells, 
n=122 measurements of somatic from 52 private wells, and n=122 measurements of male-specific from 
52 private wells. Some wells were sampled more than once while others were sampled only once, 
explaining why the number of samples exceeds the number of well sampled for each indicator. 
Furthermore, some wells were sampled for more than one indicator, while others were sampled for only 
one indicator. The total number of wells that were sampled for at least one indicator was 103. 
Readers are referred to [Stallard et al. 2021] for a detailed explanation of the sample collection and lab 
processing procedures. In short, coliphages were enumerated using EPA method 1602:SAL Procedure. 
[Stallard et al. 2021], while total coliform was quantified by USEPA Method 1604 (Water by Membrane 
Filtration Using a Simultaneous Detection Technique (MI Medium)) [Stallard et al. 2021]. Bacterial 
concentrations were expected to be low in well water, so an increased volume of 1000mL instead of the 
standard 100mL was used for cultures of bacterial samples early in the study. [Stallard et al. 2021] As the 
study progressed, the volume was decreased to the standard 100mL for bacterial samples [Stallard et al. 
2021]. Due to this difference in measured volume, all concentrations will henceforth be converted to a 
standard “per-100mL” for purposes of clear comparison between each indicator.  
2.2 Bayesian Maximum Entropy Estimation Framework for Space/Time Mapping Analysis 
In this study, we use the BME method of modern spatiotemporal geostatistics and its BMElib numerical 
implementation in the MATLAB computing language. [Christakos 1990, Serre& Christakos 1999] The 
BMElib numerical toolbox is used to create space/time maps of the estimated concentrations of total 
coliform, male-specific coliphage and somatic coliphage log-concentrations throughout select study areas 
of North Carolina located in parts of Robeson and Bladen counties. We provide here the basic BME 
equations, and readers are referred to previous works providing the detailed underpinnings of the BME 
theory. [Christakos 1990, Serre & Christakos 1999, Christakos, Bogaert, Serre, 2002, De Nazelle & Serre 
2010] 
The notation hereafter will consist of single random variables, for example Z, denoted in capital letters 
and their realizations, z, in lower case. Vectors and matrices will be in bold face, such as: Y = [Y1, … Yn]T 
and y = [y1, … yn]T .  
Our conceptual modeling framework follows the approach defined in recent BME studies performed by 
[Jat & Serre 2016, 2018; Akita, Carter, & Serre 2007, Xu et al. 2016, 2017] which model log transformed 
offset removed concentrations using a global offset go(p), where p=(s,t) is a space/time location across 
the study domain, with s representing a spatial coordinate and t representing a time. Following that 
framework, we let zo be the observational data for microbial concentration at points po, we let yo=log(zh) 
be its log base 10 transform, and we let 
xo= yo-go(po) (1) 
be the offset removed log concentration data.  
When modelling a natural process via BME, one must assume values at points p of a spatiotemporal 
continuum, and this then provides realizations of the natural process in space and time. [Serre& 
Christakos 1999] The collection of all the physically possible realizations of a natural process across 
space and time is a space/time random field (S/TRF). This S/TRF captures the variability and uncertainty 
associated with the underlying natural process. Here, we define the S/TRF X(p) as a zero mean 
homogenous/stationary S/TRF taking xo as one of its realization, and we let Y(p)=X(p)+go(p) be the 
S/TRF representing log concentrations at location p. 
In this work we are particularly interested in modeling the space/time dependencies of the residual S/TRF 
X(p) in terms of its covariance cX(p,p’) = E[(X(p)- mX(p))(X(p’)- mX(p’))] between point p=(s,t) and 
p’=(s’,t’), where mX(p)=E[X(p)] is the expected value of X(p) and it is equal to zero. For 
homogeneous/stationary S/TRF this covariance is only a function of the spatial lag r=|s-s’| and temporal 
lag τ=|t-t’|. Hence we estimate the covariance by estimating experimental covariance values for a set of 
spatial and temporal lags, and we fit to these experimental values a covariance model defined as the sum 
of covariance structures that are exponential in space and time, i.e. 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥(𝑟𝑟, 𝜏𝜏) =  ∑ 𝑐𝑐0𝑖𝑖 exp(−3𝑟𝑟/𝑖𝑖
𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖) exp(−3𝜏𝜏/𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖), where 𝑐𝑐0𝑖𝑖, 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 and 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 are the sill (or variance), spatial range, and temporal range, 
respectively, of each covariance structure. We then define the variance weighted spatial range and 
temporal ranges as 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 = ∑ 𝑐𝑐0𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 /∑ 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  and 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 = ∑ 𝑐𝑐0𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 /∑ 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , respectively. The spatial and 
temporal covariance ranges, 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 and 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡, represent the distance and time over which the residual field is 
autocorrelated. A primary objective of our work is to compare 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 and 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 across microbial indicators, in 
order to assess whether viral indicators are autocorrelated over longer distances and times than their 
bacterial counterpart. To our knowledge, this is the first study that has generated the data and analysis 
framework to perform such a comparison.  
At the BME mapping stage we estimate X(pk) at estimation points pk. All the physical knowledge 
available (K) about the residual field X(p) can be organized into two categories, the general knowledge 
base (G-KB) comprising its mean mX(.) and covariance cX(.), and the site-specific knowledge base (S-
KB), which is made up of observed values treated as hard data, i.e. xh=xo [Serre& Christakos 1999, De 
Nazelle & Serre 2010].  The BME process consists in using maximum entropy to obtain the prior 
probability density function (pdf) 𝑓𝑓𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘,𝒙𝒙ℎ) characterizing 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 and 𝒙𝒙ℎ, the residual indicator 
concentration at the estimation point pk and hard data point ph, and then obtaining the posterior pdf by 
replacing 𝒙𝒙ℎ with the observed value, i.e.    
𝑓𝑓𝐾𝐾(𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘) = 𝐴𝐴−1𝑓𝑓𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘,𝒙𝒙𝑜𝑜) (2) 
where 𝐴𝐴 = ∫𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 ,𝒙𝒙𝑜𝑜) is a normalization constant. In this case the mean and variance of the 
posterior pdf is equal to that of simple kriging. Since Y(pk)=X(pk)+go(pk), it follows that the expected 
value and corresponding error variance of the log-fecal indicator concentration Y(pk) at the estimation 
point is obtained by adding the global offset function back in at each estimation point. This results in 
BME maps showing the spatial distribution of the mean estimate and corresponding estimation error 
variance of the fecal indicators log-concentration across the study domain for any estimation time of 
interest [Coulliette, et al. 2009, Serre& Christakos 1999] 
 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
3.1 Descriptive Statistics  
Owing to a high number of non-detect (i.e. zero) measurements, non-detects were assigned a value of 1/5 
the value of the smallest above-detect (i.e. greater than zero) value. Following this, log base 10 was used 
to transform the data. Of the three microbes we analyzed in this study, total coliforms have the least 
number of above-detect observations, with only 32 above-detect observations out of a total of 180 
observations, corresponding to a detection rate of 17. 8%. Consistent with previous studies [Schwarz et al. 
2019], we find that both coliphage datasets, somatic and male-specific, have notably higher detection 
rates. Male-specific has 80 above-detect observations out of a total of 122, corresponding to a detection 
rate of 65.57%. Somatic has 66 above-detect observations out of a total of 122, corresponding to a 
detection rate of 54.10%. This is reflected in the mean value of the total coliforms dataset. Due to an 
abundance of non-detect measurements, the mean is calculated at 0.33452 log(cfu/100mL). In contrast, 
the means for the somatic and male-specific datasets are notably higher at 1.6400 log(pfu/100mL) and 
2.1464 log(pfu/100mL), respectively. Ultimately, comparing bacterial to the most informative viral 
dataset, there is a 58.5% difference in below-detect values, with viral datasets yielding a substantial 
increase in detection rate.  
3.2 Exploratory Analysis  
A high variability in measurements can be observed throughout the study periods for all datasets, which 
may indicate a relatively low amount of temporal persistence in the environment for each contaminant, 
particularly total coliforms (Fig. 1, 2, and 3 for somatic, male-specific and total coliform datasets, 
respectively); the total coliforms dataset (Fig. 3), appears to have the highest level of visual variability 
amongst the three datasets, displaying frequent spikes in concentration as the study period progresses.  
 
Figure 1: Somatic coliphage time trend of percentiles 
 
Figure 2: Male-specific coliphage time trend of percentiles 
 
Figure 3: Total coliforms percentiles time trends 
 
Maps of color-coded elements of representative days throughout the study period (Fig. 4, 5, and 6 for 
somatic, male-specific and total coliform datasets, respectively) can be used to visually assess spatial 
autocorrelation for each contaminant, which can be helpful in informing the covariance modeling 
performed next. Fig. 4 and 5, representative of viral contaminants, show plumes of likewise 
concentrations (i.e. visually distinct areas with either high or low concentrations), whereas Fig. 6, 
showing total coliforms on key days in the study period, displays less of this pattern. As a result, we 
expect that the viral indicators will be autocorrelated over longer distances and times than the bacterial 
indicators, or put in other words, that a covariance model will likely reflect longer spatial and temporal 
covariance ranges for viral indicators than for our bacterial indicator.  
 
 
Figure 4: Somatic coliphage sampling events on representative sampling days 36 (upper left), 147 (upper right) , 181 (lower 
left), and 226 (lower right)  
 
 
Figure 5: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on representative sampling days 36 (upper left), 147 (upper right), 181 
(lower left), and 224 (lower right) 
 
 
Figure 6: Total coliforms sampling events on representative sampling days 14 (upper left), 78 (upper right), 179 (lower left), and 
224 (lower right) 
3.3 Space/Time Covariance Model 
The covariance of the offset removed indicator data, xo= yo-go(po) (Eq. 1), changes depending on the 
choice of the global offset go(p) model selected. In this work we use a space/time additive global offset 
model described in Akita, Carter, and Serre (2007), where the global offset is equal to the sum of purely 
spatial and purely temporal components, go(p,t)=ms(s)+mt(t), and spatial and temporal components, 
ms(s) and mt(t), are obtained from an exponential kernel smoothing of the time-averaged and spatially 
averaged data, respectively. Following Akita, Carter, and Serre, an exploratory analysis was used 
(Appendix section 5.4 Global Offset Scenarios) to select kernel smoothing parameters which represent a 
physically meaningful global offset model that captured the broad spatial and temporal trends over 
domain wide scales. The covariance model for the residual homogeneous/stationary S/TRF X(p) was 
selected by obtaining experimental covariance values from the residual data xo, (see Fig. 7, 8, and 9 for 
somatic, male-specific and total coliform, respectively) and fitting to these experimental covariance 
values the parameters of a model equal to two exponential/exponential structures as given by the 
following equation, 
 










)                       (3) 
where r and τ are the spatial and time lags between two points p and p’, respectively, and where the 
parameters c01 and c02 , ar1 and ar2 , at1 and at2, and corresponding variance weighted spatial and temporal 
ranges ar and at, are given in Table 1 for each fecal indicator.  
 
 
























































Table 1: Covariance parameters each fecal indicator for the offset removed data obtained with a global 
offset capturing domain wide trends. σ2 is overall variance of the offset removed data. c01 and c02, ar1 and 
ar2, and at1 and at2 are the sill (or variance), spatial range, and temporal range, respectively, of each 
covariance structure. ar and at are the variance weighted spatial and temporal range, respectively. The 
corresponding covariance plots are shown in Fig. 7, 8, and 9 for somatic, male-specific and total 




Figure 7: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the structure 
of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of somatic coliphage values associated with GO 
scenario 2, which captures domain-wide variation in each dataset 
 
Figure 8: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the structure 
of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of male-specific coliphage values associated with 
GO scenario 2, which captures domain-wide variation in each dataset 
 
Figure 9: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the structure 
of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of total coliform values associated with GO scenario 
2, which captures domain-wide variation in each dataset 
This global offset scenario was selected for use during the rest of the analysis because it described the 
variability of the residual field X(p) well (For details see Appendix section 5.4 Global Offset Scenarios, 
Fig. S63-S65, Fig. S69-S71, where the domain wide global offset we selected is referred as global offset 
scenario 2) without adding such noise on the residual field X(p) that it became difficult to model the 
associated covariance (Appendix 5.5 Covariance Plots Fig. S84, S85, and S86).  
Both coliphage datasets report a slightly lower variance, and thus lower standard deviation, than their 
bacterial counterpart. An explanation for this lower variability that is supported by the exploratory data 
analysis is that coliphage persist longer [Allwood et al. 2003] than bacterial microbes in their 
environment, or coliphage may be associated with a more constant source of contamination into private 
wells in rural NC. This is consistent with the visual depiction provided by the exploratory data analysis 
showing that viral indicators are reported at levels that are more consistent across space and time than 
their bacterial counterpart. An alternate explanation is that total coliforms were sampled in some cases at 
different time points than viral datasets, and across a large study domain and period. However, we do not 
have evidence whether this difference in sampling times and locations should lead to a higher or lower 
variability.  
This work also reports that the variance weighted spatial covariance ranges are vastly different between 
viral indicator and bacterial indicator, with an approximate 10-fold increase in the spatial covariance 
range of total coliforms, compared to that of both male-specific and somatic coliphages. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first study reporting that the spatial range of autocorrelation of male-specific 
coliphage and somatic coliphage are much larger than that of total coliforms in private wells in rural NC. 
This again indicates a greater persistence in the viral indicators than in the bacterial indicators. The short 
spatial covariance range for total coliforms indicates that, in our study domain, total coliforms 
measurements from sampled private wells are only predictive of the contamination at unsampled wells 
that in a very short vicinity. On the other hand, the larger spatial covariance ranges of coliphage indicators 
suggests that they may be more subject to environmental influences that affect a region, such as 
precipitation or flooding within a flood zone. In any case, the longer spatial covariance range for viral 
indicators means that viral indicator measurements from sampled private wells are much more predictive 
of the contamination at nearby unsampled wells than their bacterial counterpart. 
The temporal component of each covariance model is shown in Table 1, and the longest temporal 
covariance range is seen in male-specific coliphage, with the first structure at 50 days and the second 
structure at 120 days. Somatic coliphage closely follows, with total coliforms’ temporal covariance ranges 
shockingly disparate in value, at an 8-fold decrease in value from the highest temporal covariance range 
associated with male-specific coliphage. The viral datasets would appear to persist much longer, 
temporally, in their environments than their bacterial counterpart, once again in congruence with previous 
studies demonstrating slower decay rates of coliphage viruses than coliform bacteria [Allwood et al. 2003, 
Schwarz et al. 2019]; however, the method of sampling included a subset of datapoints exclusive to the 
bacterial dataset and not sampled in either viral datasets, and this could introduce variation in the 
covariance parameters that are not physically relevant in the natural process we are describing. It could be 
important in the future to not only examine the datapoints that were collected in the bacterial dataset and 
not in the viral datasets, but also the associated precipitation during that collection, and the associated 
flooding.  
Even so, it has been reported in Schwarz et al., along with other works, that bacteriophages have a slower 
decay rate in water, which is likely to contribute to the indicated extended temporal ranges. [Allwood et 
al. 2003] These findings reiterate Schwarz and Allwood’s findings, but addition of relevant variables may 
be necessary to ensure that key natural processes are not left out. For example, the temperature of the 
water is likely to have affected the survival of the bacterial indicator more so than the viral indicators, 
according to a study performed also by Allwood et al. [2005] We hypothesize that were the bulk of 
datapoints collected during summer months, the total coliforms dataset may have reported a longer 
temporal covariance range, consistent with large areas of contamination when water is warm.  
3.4 Space/Time Bayesian Maximum Entropy Maps  
The above covariance model was used as general knowledge in BMElib to obtain the BME posterior PDF 
of fecal indicator levels at any location or time of interest. [Christakos, Bogaert, Serre, 2002] The BME 
estimates can be used to construct maps characterizing the spatial distribution of our fecal indicators 
across the NC study domain for selected days of interest (Fig. 10, 11, and 12 for somatic, male-specific 





























Figure 10: Somatic Coliphage BME mean estimate and observations (left)  and associated error variance (right)  for days (top 
to bottom) 36, 147, 180, and 224. These days of the study were July 23, 2019; November 11, 2019; December 14, 2019; and 







Figure 11: Male-specific Coliphage BME mean estimate and observations (left)  and associated error variance (right)  for days 
(top to bottom) 64,148,181,and 228. These days of the study were August 20, 2019; November 12, 2019; December 15, 2019; and 






Figure 12: Total coliforms BME mean estimate and observations (left)  and associated error variance (right)  for days (top to 
bottom) 6, 14, 179, and  225. These days of the study were June 23, 2019; July 1, 2019; December 13, 2019; and January 28, 
2020, respectively. 
 
Total coliforms maps appear to have a high rate of error associated with them due to the low level of 
autocorrelation found in the residual S/TRF X(p), and thus the maps produced are not especially 
predictive.  As discussed above, these findings may not necessarily be indicative of the natural process we 
attempt to capture; the high rate of error in these maps comes from short temporal and spatial covariance 
ranges seen in the covariance model in Fig. 9. This is almost certainly the result of a larger measurement 
error found in the bacterial indicator than in the two viral indicators. Due to the time of year in which the 
majority of these measurements were taken, as well as the generally low average concentration of 
coliform bacteria in groundwater, there was a low expected value of total coliform bacteria at each well 
site sampled. This means that in order to see any autocorrelation in the data collected, a very large volume 
of well water would have needed to be collected in order to be “equivalent” to the autocorrelation we see 
in our viral indicators; this likely resulted in the very high measurement error and thus BME error in the 
maps that we see in Fig. 12.  
The larger spatial ranges in the viral datasets can be seen clearly in the associated maps produced (Fig. 
10, 11), as plumes of high values seem to spread across the study domain when one or more sampling 
stations record a high value; especially in the case male-specific coliphage (Fig. 11), the associated error 
variance plots which report relatively low error in key areas of prediction can confirm that these plumes 
of high predicted values can be relatively trusted.  
The plumes, though, display classic artifacts of kriging. Easily seen on day 148 (Fig. 11), plumes of high 
values spread across the study area in a circular pattern; this is synthetic and almost certainly not how the 
natural process itself behaves. Nonetheless, the prediction of elevated concentrations and the transmission 
of high values across the study domain may in and of itself be an accurate prediction. The maps which 
show predictions of high values with less hallmarks of kriging artifacts may indicate a less artificial 
estimate which can be trusted more so than that in day 148, such as day 228 in the same figure.  
 The 10-fold decrease in spatial covariance range from viral to bacterial fecal indicator is seen in the error 
variance produced for each BME mean estimate; a 10-fold decrease in spatial covariance range will be 
seen in error variance plots as an area of decreased error roughly 100 times (102) smaller than that of the 
comparable area, visually; or a vastly decreased area of blue within the background of red on the right 
side of Fig. 10-12. Visually comparing male-specific coliphage error variance on day 228 (Fig. 11) to 
total coliforms error variance on day 225 (Fig. 12), this immense decrease in area of decreased error is 
certainly observed, and can confirm the 10-fold decrease in spatial covariance range from viral to 
bacterial fecal indicators.   
However, as mentioned earlier in this work, it is vital to consider what parts of this natural process are 
being left out of this exploratory analysis. Though space and time are being considered, and variability 
has been modeled, outside processes which could confound results have not been modeled. These could 
include, but are not limited to precipitation 1 day, 3 days, 7 days, or 14 days prior to sampling; presence 
in or proximity to an effective flood zone; proximity to a body of water; and/or elevation/topology. 
Increased precipitation may cause an increase in survival of microorganisms of any kind.[Schwarz et al. 
2019]  
Overall, this exploratory analysis reveals a stark difference between viral and bacterial fecal indicators in 
southern NC; viral indicators persist longer in their environment and appear to be much more affected by 
regional environmental processes than their bacterial counterparts. However, this analysis also revealed a 
natural process which requires a more refined approach. I intend to take this more refined approach in 
immediate future iterations of this work by performing a multivariate regression incorporating the outside 
processes listed above and substituting this as my global offset function, o(p). Nevertheless, this 
exploratory analysis has provided the technical base and toolbox necessary to take the next step.  
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5.1 Exploratory Analysis: Somatic Coliphage  
 
 
Figure S13: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 36 
 
Figure S14: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 64 
 
Figure S15: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 119 
 
Figure S16: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 121 
 
Figure S17: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 137 
 
Figure S18: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 147 
 
Figure S19: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 150 
 
Figure S20: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 179 
 
Figure S21: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 181 
 
Figure S22: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 224 
 
Figure S23: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 225 
 
Figure S24: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 226 
 
Figure S25: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 228 
 
Figure S26: Somatic coliphage sampling events on day 256 
 




5. 2 Exploratory Analysis: Male-specific Coliphage  
 
 
Figure S28: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 36 
 
Figure S29: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 64 
 
Figure S30: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 119 
 
Figure S31: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 121 
 
Figure S32: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 137 
 
Figure S33: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 147 
 
Figure S34: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 150 
 
Figure S35: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 179 
 
Figure S36: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 181 
 
Figure S37: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 224 
 
Figure S38: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 225 
 
Figure S39: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 226 
 
Figure S40: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 228 
 
Figure S41: Male-specific coliphage sampling events on day 256 
 
Figure S42: mean at each male-specific coliphage sampling location  
 
5.3 Exploratory Analysis: Total Coliforms 
 
 
Figure S43: Total coliforms sampling events on day 1 
 
 
Figure S44: Total coliforms sampling events on day 6 
 
 
Figure S45: Total coliforms sampling events on day 7 
 
 
Figure S46: Total coliforms sampling events on day 13 
 
Figure S47: Total coliforms sampling events on day 14 
 
Figure S48: Total coliforms sampling events on day 36 
 
 
Figure S49: Total coliforms sampling events on day 64 
 
Figure S50: Total coliforms sampling events on day 78 
 
Figure S51: Total coliforms sampling events on day 85 
 
Figure S52: Total coliforms sampling events on day 119 
 
Figure S53: Total coliforms sampling events on day 121 
 
Figure S54: Total coliforms sampling events on day 137 
 
Figure S55: Total coliforms sampling events on day 150 
 
Figure S56: Total coliforms sampling events on day 179 
 
Figure S57: Total coliforms sampling events on day 224 
 
Figure S58: Total coliforms sampling events on day 225 
 
Figure S59: Total coliforms sampling events on day 226 
 
Figure S60: Total coliforms sampling events on day 228 
 
Figure S61: Total coliforms sampling events on day 255 
 
Figure S62: Mean at each total coliforms sampling location 
 
5.4 Global Offset Scenarios  
 
Scenario 0, zero global offset  
 
 
Figure S63: log(Somatic Coliphage) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 0. Global offset function is flat and set to 
zero.  
 
Figure S64: log(Male-specific Coliphage) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 0. Global offset function is flat and 
set to zero. 
 
 
Figure S65: log(Total Coliforms) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 0. Global offset function is flat and set to 
zero. 
 
Figure S66: log(Somatic Coliphage) raw and smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 0. Global offset function is flat and set to 
zero. 
 
Figure S67: log(Male-specific Coliphage) raw and smoothed spatial global offset, scenario 0. Global offset function is flat and 
set to zero. 
 
 
Figure S68: log(Total Coliforms) raw and smoothed spatial global offset, scenario 0. Global offset function is flat and set to zero. 
Scenario 1, constant global offset  
 
Figure S69: log(Somatic Coliphage) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 1. Global offset function is flat and set to 
a constant value.  
 
 
Figure S70: log(Male-specific Coliphage) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 1. Global offset function is flat and 
set to a constant value. 
 
Figure S71: log(Total Coliforms) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 1. Global offset function is flat and set to a 
constant value. 
 
Figure S72: log(Somatic Coliphage) raw and smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 1. Global offset function is flat and set to 
a constant value. 
 
 
Figure S73: log(Male-specific Coliphage) raw and smoothed spatial global offset, scenario 1. Global offset function is flat and 
set to a constant value. 
 
Figure S74: log(Total Coliforms) raw and smoothed spatial global offset, scenario 1. Global offset function is flat and set to a 
constant value. 
Scenario 2, domain-wide variation  
 
Figure S75: log(Somatic Coliphage) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 2. Global offset function is dynamic but 
has a gentle slope. 
 
Figure S76: log(Male-specific Coliphage) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 2. Global offset function is 
dynamic but has a gentle slope. 
 
Figure S77: log(Total Coliform) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 2. Global offset function is dynamic but has 
a gentle slope. 
 
Figure S78: log(Somatic Coliphage) raw and smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 2. Global offset function is dynamic but 
has a gentle slope. 
 
Figure S79: log(Male-specific Coliphage) raw and smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 2. Global offset function is dynamic 
but has a gentle slope. 
 
Figure S80: log(Total Coliform) raw and smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 2. Global offset function is dynamic but has a 
gentle slope. 
 
Figure S81: log(Somatic Coliphage) smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 2. Global offset is displayed on a finer color scale 
to show better spatial patterns.  
 
Figure S82: log(Male-specific Coliphage) smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 2. Global offset is displayed on a finer color 
scale to show better spatial patterns. 
 
Figure S83: log(Total Coliforms) smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 2. Global offset is displayed on a finer color scale to 
show better spatial patterns. 
Scenario 3, regional variation   
 
Figure S84: log(Somatic Coliphage) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 3. Global offset function is dynamic and 
has a more aggressive slope. 
 
Figure S85: log(Male-specific Coliphage) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 3. Global offset function is 
dynamic and has a more aggressive slope. 
 
Figure S86: log(Total Coliforms) raw and smoothed temporal global offset, scenario 3. Global offset function is dynamic and has 
a more aggressive slope. 
 
Figure S87: log(Somatic Coliphage) raw and smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 3. Global offset function is dynamic and 
has a more aggressive slope. 
 
Figure S88: log(Male-specific Coliphage) raw and smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 3. Global offset function is dynamic 
and has a more aggressive slope. 
 
Figure S89: log(Total Coliforms) raw and smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 3. Global offset function is dynamic and has 
a more aggressive slope. 
 
Figure S90: log(Somatic Coliphage) smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 3. Global offset is displayed on a finer color scale 
to show better spatial patterns. 
 
Figure S91: log(Male-specific Coliphage) smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 3. Global offset is displayed on a finer color 
scale to show better spatial patterns. 
 
Figure S92: log(Total Coliforms) smoothed spatial  global offset, scenario 3. Global offset is displayed on a finer color scale to 
show better spatial patterns. 
 
5.5 Covariance Plots 
Associated with GO Scenario 0,1  
 
Figure S81: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the 
structure of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of somatic coliphage values associated 
with GO scenario 0 or 1   
 
Figure S82: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the 
structure of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of male-specific coliphage values 
associated with GO scenario 0 or 1 
 
Figure S83: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the 
structure of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of total coliform values associated with 
GO scenario 0 or 1 
Associated with GO Scenario 2 
 
Figure S84: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the 
structure of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of somatic coliphage values associated 
with GO scenario 2 
 
Figure S85: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the 
structure of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of male-specific coliphage values 
associated with GO scenario 2 
 
Figure S86: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the 
structure of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of total coliform values associated with 
GO scenario 2 
 
Associated with GO Scenario 3 
 
Figure S87: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the 
structure of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of somatic coliphage values associated 
with GO scenario 3 
 
Figure S88: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the 
structure of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of male-specific coliphage values 
associated with GO scenario 3 
 
Figure S89: The spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) components of a space/time nested covariance model, displaying the 
structure of two exponential models characterizing the variability of the residual field of total coliform values associated with 
GO scenario 3 
 
5.6 BME Mean Estimates and Associated Error Variance, full size plots 
 
 
Figure S90: Somatic Coliphage BME mean estimate day 36 
 
Figure S91: Somatic Coliphage error variance day 36 
 
Figure S92: Somatic Coliphage BME mean estimate day 147 
 
Figure S93: Somatic Coliphage error variance day 147  
 
Figure S94: Somatic Coliphage BME mean estimate day 180  
 
Figure S95: Somatic Coliphage error variance day 180 
 
Figure S96: Somatic Coliphage BME mean estimate day 224 
 
Figure S97: Somatic Coliphage error variance day 224  
Male-specific Coliphage  
 
Figure S98: Male-specific Coliphage BME mean estimate day 64 
 
Figure S99: Male-specific Coliphage error variance day 64 
 
Figure S100: Male-specific Coliphage BME mean estimate day 148 
 
Figure S101: Male-specific Coliphage error variance day 148 
 
Figure S102: Male-specific Coliphage BME mean estimate day 181 
 
Figure S103: Male-specific Coliphage error variance day 181 
 
Figure S104: Male-specific Coliphage BME mean estimate day 228 
 
Figure S105: Male-specific Coliphage error variance day 228 
Total Coliforms  
 
Figure S106: Total coliforms BME mean estimate day 6  
 
Figure S107: Total coliforms error variance day 6 
 
Figure S108: Total coliforms BME mean estimate day 14 
 
Figure S109: Total coliforms error variance day 14 
 
 
Figure S110: Total coliforms BME mean estimate day 179 
 
Figure S111: Total coliforms error variance day 179 
 
 
Figure S112: Total coliforms BME mean estimate day 225 
 
 
Figure S113: Total coliforms error variance day 225 
 
 
 
